Toward Complete Sequence Flexibility of Nucleic Acid Base Analogue FRET
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ABSTRACT: Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) using fluorescent base analogues is a powerful means of obtaining high-resolution nucleic acid structure and dynamics information that favorably complements techniques such as NMR and X-ray crystallography. Here, we expand the base–base FRET repertoire with an adenine analogue FRET-pair. Phosphoramidite-protected quadracyclic 2′-deoxyadenosine analogues qAN1 (donor) and qA nitro (acceptor) were synthesized and incorporated into DNA by a generic, reliable, and high-yielding route, and both constitute excellent adenine analogues. The donor, qAN1, has quantum yields reaching 21% and 11% in single- and double-strands, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this results in the highest average brightness of an adenine analogue inside DNA. Its potent emissive features overlap well with the absorption of qA nitro and thus enable accurate FRET-measurements over more than one turn of B-DNA. As we have shown previously for our cytosine analogue FRET-pair, FRET between qAN1 and qA nitro positioned at different base separations inside DNA results in efficiencies that are highly dependent on both distance and orientation. This facilitates significantly enhanced resolution in FRET structure determinations, demonstrated here in a study of conformational changes of DNA upon binding of the minor groove binder netropsin. Finally, we note that the donor and acceptor of our cytosine FRET-pair, tCO and tC nitro, can be conveniently combined with the acceptor and donor of our current adenine pair, respectively. Consequently, our base analogues can now measure base–base FRET between 3 of the 10 possible base combinations and, through base-complementarity, between all sequence positions in a duplex.

INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence is a versatile and sensitive tool for studying a wide range of chemical, physical, and biological processes. With the scarcity of intrinsic emissive building blocks in biology, the development of fluorophores, such as fluorescent nucleobase and amino acid analogues as well as fluorescent proteins, is vital. Fluorescence techniques, such as standard steady-state to time-resolved single-molecule emission as well as the 2014 Nobel-awarded super-resolution microscopy techniques, has enabled high sensitivity and quality studies by taking advantage of the emissive properties of these fluorophores.

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is one of the most significant, highly sensitive, and useful fluorescence techniques, and is often used to study structure and dynamics of biomacromolecular systems. Because of the strong distance dependence of the energy transfer efficiency (eq S5) between the donor and the acceptor, FRET is sometimes referred to as a spectroscopic ruler. Moreover, the efficiency of the energy transfer, through the Förster distance ($R_0$, the distance where the energy transfer is 50%), is also highly dependent on the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor transition dipole moments, and, hence, FRET is also an excellent spectroscopic protractor. Consequently, exact knowledge of the position and orientation of the donor and acceptor is essential in detailed FRET structure and dynamics investigations, except in a few cases where single molecule measurements are combined with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, in an ingenious but elaborative way, to give detailed 3D-structures of DNA.10
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Like the majority of biomolecules, DNA and RNA are virtually nonemissive and, thus, require fluorescence labeling either by external, for example, Cy-, Alexa-, and Atto-dyes, or by internal modifications, for example, fluorescent base analogues (FBAs).11−13 In general, an external modification has the advantage of being commercially available, bright, and photo-stable.13 However, the additional molecular mass and bulk as well as the general difficulty in predicting and determining its position, orientation, and dynamics relative to the nucleic acid system constitute major disadvantages that result in lower structural resolution, as well as restricting information on the dynamics of the system.

To avoid the uncertainties in position and orientation mentioned above, we have put significant effort into developing rotationally restricted internal fluorophores. This allows us to obtain high-resolution FRET by taking full advantage of the orientation dependence.5,6,14,15 We have previously reported on the first FBA FRET-pair that uses the tricyclic cytosines analogues tC\textsuperscript{O} and tC\textsubscript{nitro} as the donor and acceptor, respectively.16 While the vast majority of fluorescent base analogues are useful due to their high sensitivity to the orientation dependence,5,6,14,15 they are of great value for detailed nucleic acid structural studies.16−18 These unique characteristics are, in combination with the restricted motion of the tricyclic cytosines within duplexes, critical for FRET characteristics.19,20 Moreover, we evaluate the properties of qAnitro as the acceptor, tC\textsuperscript{O} as the donor, and qAnitro as adenine analogues and use the minor groove (Chart 1). Furthermore, we enable replacement of all of the natural nucleobases with FBAs.11−13 The resulting compound 3 was readily borylated with pinacolborane to furnish 4 in high yield (91%). Compound 4 was used in Suzuki−Miyaura cross-coupling reactions with aryl halides, to furnish 5a and 5b in 86% and 95% yield, respectively.

![Chart 1. Structure of qA, qAN1 Base Paired with Thymine (T), and qANitro.](image)

*Atoms of adenine (with N-7 replaced with C) and thymine are shown in black. R denotes the sugar−phosphate backbone.*

In an effort to improve the brightness of the promising adenine analogue qA,23 we recently investigated a series of N\textsuperscript{6}-ethylated model compounds, qAN1−4, where the outer benzene ring is replaced with a pyridine ring.24 Monomeric qAN1 (Chart 1) was shown to have an almost 3-fold increase in quantum yield (18%) as well as a 5-fold increase in brightness as compared to qA and was therefore considered to be a promising FBA and FRET-donor candidate to incorporate into DNA.22 To enable energy transfer from qAN1 inside DNA, we also set out to develop an adenine FRET-acceptor using the established strategy of red-shifting the absorption via the introduction of a nitro-group.15

![Chart 1. Structure of qA, qAN1 Base Paired with Thymine (T), and qANitro.](image)
were DMT-protected and converted to the phosphoramidite monomers of qAN1 and qAnitro using standard procedures.

**Incorporation of qAN1 into DNA Oligonucleotides.** To study the effect of replacing adenine with qAN1 on DNA structure and stability as well as whether the photophysical properties of qAN1 are sensitive to neighboring bases, we synthesized 16 different qAN1-modified DNA decamer sequences, thus covering all possible combinations of neighboring bases to qAN1 (Table 1). For details of the solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis, see the Supporting Information.

**Conformation and Stability of qAN1-Modified Duplexes.** To investigate whether qAN1 affects the secondary structure of DNA duplexes, circular dichroism (CD) was measured on both the modified and the corresponding unmodified duplexes. All spectra show the general characteristics of B-form DNA, a positive band between 260 and 280 nm and a negative band around 245 nm (Figures S1 and S2), suggesting that duplexes modified with qAN1 adopt normal B-form geometry. There are minor variations between CD-spectra of the modified and unmodified duplexes, most likely due to differences in the absorption spectrum between qAN1 and the natural adenine that is being replaced. The long wavelength absorption band of qAN1 is not observed in any of the CD spectra. This is not unexpected, as it was seen neither for the parent compound qA nor for tC.19,23 For other base analogues, such as TC and 2-AP, the long wavelength absorption band can indeed be observed in CD.26,31 The reason for this difference between base analogues is still not understood.

To investigate the effect of the incorporation of qAN1 on duplex stability, we measured the melting temperatures of all qAN1-modified duplexes and the corresponding unmodified duplexes (see Table 1). The melting curves of the qAN1-modified duplexes (data not shown) all have the general shape of the corresponding unmodified duplex, strongly indicating that normal B-form DNA duplexes are formed when exchanging adenine with qAN1. On average, qAN1 increases the DNA duplex melting temperature ($T_m$) by 2.9 °C, which is similar to the increase in stability observed for the parent compound qA (3.0 °C).23 In general, qAN1 has a stronger stabilizing effect when surrounded by pyrimidines rather than purines. Only two duplexes show a decrease in the melting

| Table 1. Melting Temperature of qAN1-Containing Duplexes ($T_m^{qAN1}$), Unmodified Duplexes ($T_m^{A}$), and the Differences between Them ($\Delta T_m$) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-------------------|
| sequence name | DNA sequence | $T_m^{qAN1}$ (°C) | $T_m^{A}$ (°C) | $\Delta T_m$ (°C) |
| AA | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 49.0 | 43.5 | -5.5 |
| AC | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 49.0 | 47.1 | 1.9 |
| AG | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 47.7 | 45.9 | 1.8 |
| AT | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 46.4 | 43.4 | 3.0 |
| CA | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 51.4 | 46.5 | 4.9 |
| CC | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 50.0 | 50.3 | 0.3 |
| CG | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 50.0 | 49.5 | 0.5 |
| CT | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 45.0 | 47.3 | 2.3 |
| GA | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 45.0 | 45.3 | 0.7 |
| GC | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 51.2 | 49.2 | 2.0 |
| GG | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 50.0 | 48.1 | 1.9 |
| GT | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 47.7 | 45.4 | 2.3 |
| TA | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 43.5 | 41.1 | 2.4 |
| TC | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 48.5 | 43.6 | 4.9 |
| TG | 5'-d(CGCA(qAN1)ATCG)-3' | 47.0 | 40.6 | 6.4 |

"Sequences are named by the bases neighboring qAN1 on the 5'- and 3'-sides, respectively. 4 Unmodified sequences contain an adenine instead of qAN1. Duplexes were formed by hybridization with the complementary strand as described in the experimental section. "Samples were prepared in phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 123 mM Na". The melting temperatures were calculated as the maximum of the first derivative of the UV-melting curves with a standard error of ±0.3 °C. For individual error values, see Table S1."
temperature, AA and GA, where the melting temperature drops by 2.6 and 1.3 °C, respectively. A decrease in the melting temperature was also observed for the qA AA-duplex; however, the decrease was less pronounced (0.3 °C). The largest stabilization (average 5.0 °C) is observed when a pyrimidine flanks qAN1 on the 5′ side (Table 1). This observation is well in line with the results for qA under similar conditions (phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl). In the case of qA, this phenomenon was suggested to be caused by an increased base-stacking overlap between qA and 5′-cytosine, as compared to A and 5′-cytosine, due to the extended ring system on qA; an increased stacking effect is significantly less pronounced for neighboring purines. Here, qAN1, which has a similar extended ring system, gives the same stabilization effect, and thus strengthens this hypothesis. Similar observations have also been made for pyrimidines flanking tricyclic cytosines on the 5′-side. This is not surprising because the ring system extension for the tricyclic cytosines relative to C is similar to that of qA and qAN1 relative to A.

The observed melting temperature dependence on neighboring bases offers the user an opportunity to fine-tune the relative melting temperatures of modified duplexes as compared to their unmodified counterparts. The slight general increase in melting temperature of qAN1-containing duplexes is in general preferable as compared to adenine FBAs such as 2-AP, the pteridine 3-MI, 6MAP, DMAP, and xA, which all extended ring system, gives the same stabilization effect as compared to adenine FBAs such as 2-AP, the pteridine 3-MI, 6MAP, DMAP, and xA, which all significantly reduce the duplex stability. To study the base-pairing specificity of qAN1, three duplexes (CT, GA, and TA) were selected for a mismatch study, where the change in melting temperature upon pairing qAN1 with adenine, cytosine, or guanine instead of thymine was investigated. The sequences were chosen to investigate the influence of having only neighboring pyrimidines (CT), purines (GA), or a mix of them (TA). Figure 1 shows the changes in melting temperature for each set of nearest neighbors when replacing thymine in the opposing strand with adenine, cytosine, or guanine (see also Table S2).

The melting temperature decreases by 4.2 to 10.9 °C when a base other than thymine is placed opposite qAN1, indicating that qAN1 is selective toward thymine. When inserting a guanine or cytosine in the opposite strand, the average decrease in melting temperature is 10.5 and 9.8 °C, respectively. Inserting an adenine affects the melting temperature less (on average 6.3 °C). For the parent compound qA, the 3 mismatched bases had approximately the same destabilizing effect. The different trend observed here could be a result of the nitrogen in the pyridine ring of qAN1, which offers an additional hydrogen bond, possibility allowing qAN1 to from hydrogen bonds to adenine, cytosine, and guanine. Such base pairs would destabilize the duplex to different extents, with qAN1-adenine being the least destabilizing mismatch (Chart S1). A comparison of the CD spectra of the mismatched sequences with the corresponding matched ones at room temperature indicates that the duplexes are virtually unperturbed, even though the melting temperatures are altered (Figure S3). With a few exceptions, like 1A and 1A, the specificity of qAN1 for thymine is rare among adenine analogues. For example, the widely used analogue 2-AP forms base pairs not only with thymine but also with cytosine (wobble), adenine (wobble), and guanine (Hoogsteen-type).

In conclusion, the CD, melting, and mismatch data indicate that, like qA, qAN1 is an excellent adenine analogue that does not significantly alter the DNA structure or its stability and, importantly, it base pairs selectively with thymine.

### Photophysical Properties of qAN1 in Single- and Double-Stranded DNA.

Next, we investigated the photophysical properties of qAN1 in single- and double-stranded DNA (ssDNA and dsDNA; Figure 2 and Table 2). The main findings include a blue-shift in the emission peak (λ_{Em,max} (ssDNA) = 418 nm and λ_{Em,max} (dsDNA) = 414 nm) as compared to the qAN1-monomer (λ_{Em,max} = 430 nm) and a greatly improved average quantum yield both in single- and double-stranded DNA as compared to qA (6.3% and 5.8% vs 1.9% and 0.34%, respectively). For some sequences, we also found a second red-shifted, sequence-dependent emission peak (λ_{Em,max} = 507 nm) or shoulder in the dsDNA spectra. Absorption and emission wavelengths as well as quantum yields and lifetimes for all single- and double-stranded qAN1-sequences can be found in Table 2, together with the calculated radiative and nonradiative rate constants.
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**Figure 2.** (a) Normalized absorption (dotted lines) and emission (solid lines, λ_{Ex} = 350 nm) spectra of qAN1 as a monomer, in ssDNA (sequence AA) and in dsDNA (duplex AA). (b) Normalized emission spectra (λ_{Ex} = 350 nm) for all 16 qAN1 modified duplexes. Spectra with a shoulder on the red side are shown in color, and the remaining are in gray. Measurements were performed at room temperature in phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 123 mM Na+. DOI: 10.1021/jacs.7b04517 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139, 9271–9280

---

**Figure 2a** shows representative absorption and emission spectra of qAN1 in ssDNA and dsDNA, as well as the corresponding spectra of the monomer. The absorption maximum is virtually the same in all three cases (around 354 nm), and, thus, qAN1 keeps its absorption maximum well outside of the absorption band of the natural nucleobases, which do not absorb above 300 nm. Thus, qAN1 is easily excited selectively inside DNA. This feature of qAN1 is shared with other well-known and useful FBAs such as 6MAP (310 nm), DMAP (330 nm), 3-MI (348 nm), 6-MI (340 nm), 2-AP (305 nm), boPhPC (365 nm), and the RNA
Table 2. Photophysical Properties of the 16 Single- and Double-Stranded Sequences Containing qAN1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NN</th>
<th>λ Abs (nm)</th>
<th>λ Em (nm)</th>
<th>Φ (%)</th>
<th>(τ) (ms)</th>
<th>k0 (10^4 s⁻¹)</th>
<th>k1 (10^9 s⁻¹)</th>
<th>kσ (10^10 s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>5.4±0.3</td>
<td>1.4±0.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>14.3±0.5</td>
<td>4.1±0.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>3.4±0.1</td>
<td>0.85±0.07</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>5.0±0.3</td>
<td>1.2±0.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>1.8±0.1</td>
<td>0.50±0.06</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>2.1±0.1</td>
<td>0.56±0.08</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>1.3±0.1</td>
<td>0.30±0.04</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>17.6±0.4</td>
<td>4.7±0.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>4.6±0.2</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>14.9±0.5</td>
<td>4.2±0.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>2.7±0.1</td>
<td>0.62±0.11</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>2.8±0.1</td>
<td>0.71±0.10</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
<td>0.35±0.07</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>1.5±0.1</td>
<td>0.43±0.06</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.9±0.1</td>
<td>0.22±0.03</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Measurements were performed at room temperature in phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 123 mM Na+. The reported quantum yields and fluorescence lifetimes are an average of two or more experiments. Sequences were named according to the nucleosides surrounding qAN1; full sequences can be found in Table 1. In some cases, depending on nearest neighbors and ssDNA/dsDNA, the main absorption band is split into two closely lying vibronic peaks. In these cases, we report the maximum of the highest energy transition. Molar absorptivities of the individual ssDNA and dsDNA analogues thA (341 nm), thG (320 nm), thC (321 nm), and thU (304 nm). Analogs of qAN1 in DNA is pH dependent. However, the excitation and emission spectra of the duplexes at pH 5 do not correspond to the species causing the 507 nm shoulder in the DNA emission spectra at neutral pH, and, consequently, the shoulder cannot be explained by a simple pH-effect (Figure S5). Instead, and because the effect is not seen in the absorption spectra, we suggest that the shoulder is a result of tautomerization in the excited state, in which a hydrogen on the N in the middle ring shifts to the N on the outer ring of qAN1. This would explain why the same effect was not observed for the parent compound QA, which lacks a nitrogen in the outer ring. The variation we observe between DNA sequences is most likely a result of the different stacking patterns, which depend on the nearest neighboring bases and their effect on the stability of the tautomeric form of qAN1.

A significant increase in the quantum yield of qAN1 is observed as compared to that of QA both in ssDNA (Φ = 6.3% vs 1.9%) and dsDNA (Φ = 5.8% vs 0.3%; Figure S6); that is, the average quenching of qAN1 upon incorporation into DNA is approximately 3-fold (Φ = 18% for the qAN1 monomer). Other base analogues, for example, 2-AF, the pt eridines, and pyrrolo-dC, are also known to be quenched, often more severely, upon incorporation into nucleic acids. The mechanism of quenching is generally not completely characterized and normally involves several mechanisms, including π-stacking with adjacent bases in the same strand and energy/electron transfer between the FBA and the surrounding bases.

As can be seen in Table 2, the quantum yield of qAN1 flanked by two purines in ssDNA is virtually unaffected (average 17%, as compared to 18% for the monomer). On the other hand, two pyrimidines surrounding qAN1 results in a 10–20-fold quenching in ssDNA, with thymine being the most efficient quencher. In dsDNA, the duplexes with neighboring purines still give the highest quantum yields (7.6–10.8%). However, the difference between purines and pyrimidines is not as pronounced as for ssDNA. All sequences with a neighboring...
thymine show a higher quantum yield in dsDNA than in ssDNA. This is possibly because quenching by thymine requires stacking with qAN1, and the inherent helical twist of the duplex structure prevents a perfect overlap between qAN1 and thymine. The fact that qAN1 is not primarily quenched by guanine is unusual for a FBA, but this has also been reported for the parent compound qA as well as for the cytosine analogues tC and tC. For other FBAs such as 2-AP, 4',6-diamino-2-phenylindole, and BPP, guanine is often an efficient quencher. This is commonly attributed to the high electron-donating properties of guanine, enabling quenching by photoinduced electron transfer to the FBA. Depending on the redox properties of the FBA, the transfer of electrons could also be from the FBA and then primarily to pyrimidines, which have a higher tendency to attract electrons than purines. For example, this was reported for pyrene-labeled uridine in pentamers and also one of the plausible reasons for the quenching effect found for qAN1 in this study.

The higher quantum yield of the monomer, in combination with the lower amount of quenching in DNA and a higher molar absorptivity (on average 9000 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ in ssDNA and 8700 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ in dsDNA; Table S3), means that qAN1 is much brighter in DNA than qA. The average brightness (Φq) of qAN1 is reported as 2.3 in dsDNA, 2.04 in ssDNA, and 1.8 in solution. This suggests that qAN1 has a higher quantum yield in DNA than qA. The inhomogeneity in the brightness values between 400 and 800 nm is likely introduced by the close proximity of the FRET-acceptor and the FRET-donor, which is very promising for applications of this novel FBA. The fluorescent lifetime of qAN1 depends on the sequence and the DNA structure. In ssDNA and with AA as neighboring bases, qAN1 shows a longer lifetime than in its monomeric form. This correlates with the same sequence being the only one where qAN1 shows a higher quantum yield than as a monomer. The radiative rate constant is quite stable in dsDNA (average 3.0 × 10⁹ s⁻¹) and slightly shorter than that of the monomer (3.76 × 10⁹ s⁻¹). However, the nonradiative rate constant generally increases with decreasing quantum yield, especially for CC, GC, and CG, which are the three sequences with the lowest quantum yield. The average value of 6.3 × 10⁸ s⁻¹ is significantly higher than that of the monomer (1.71 × 10⁸ s⁻¹). The larger difference in the nonradiative- as compared to the radiative rate-constant between qAN1 in duplex and as a monomer indicates that the lower quantum yield in dsDNA primarily originates from more efficient nonradiative decay pathways in duplexes, a quenching most likely induced by the close proximity of the neighboring bases.

**Spectral Properties, Conformation, and Stability of Duplexes Containing qAnitro, an Adenine Analogue FRET-Acceptor.** The introduction of a nitro-group in a chromophore generally red-shifts the absorption and quenches the fluorescence. Therefore, a straightforward design strategy for FBA FRET-acceptors is to add a nitro-group to a FBA scaffold. This strategy has previously proved successful in the design of tC, as a FRET-acceptor for tC/tC. To find a suitable acceptor for qAN1, we therefore synthesized qAnitro (Chart 1) and investigated its photophysical and base analogue properties by incorporating it into two different decamers differing only in the bases neighboring qAnitro (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence name</th>
<th>DNA sequence</th>
<th>T_qAnitro (°C)</th>
<th>T_qA (°C)</th>
<th>ΔTm (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT-qAnitro</td>
<td>5'-d(CCGCAATTG)-3'</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-qAnitro</td>
<td>5'-d(CCGCATATG)-3'</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4°Sequences are named by the bases neighboring qAnitro; 5°For modified sequences, X = qAnitro; 6°For unmodified sequences, X = A. 7°For experimental conditions, see the footnotes of Table 1. The melting temperatures were calculated as the maximum of the first derivative of the UV-melting curves with a standard error of ±0.2 °C. For individual error values, see Table S6.

To evaluate duplex conformation and stability upon exchanging a normal adenine for qAnitro, CD and melting temperatures were measured on both the modified duplexes and the corresponding reference duplexes. CD spectra show B-form DNA characteristics, and there is no significant difference between the CD-spectra of qAnitro-modified and the corresponding reference duplexes (Figure S10). The melting temperature of the qAnitro modified duplexes are almost identical to the melting temperatures found for the corresponding qAN1 modified duplexes (45.9 vs 46.4 °C for AT duplexes and 43.8 vs 43.5 °C for TA duplexes). On average, the melting temperature increases by 2.6 °C for duplexes with qAnitro as compared to the corresponding ones with adenine (see Table 3). The slight increase in melting temperature shows that qAnitro does not significantly affect the DNA stability. In combination with the CD data, this suggests that qAnitro is also a good, nonperturbing base analogue.

The TA-qAnitro-duplex was also used in a mismatch study measuring melting temperatures and CD. Replacing the thymine opposite qAnitro with either adenine, cytosine, or guanine results in a decrease in the melting temperature of 11.2, 7.7, and 8.4 °C, respectively (see Table S6). In addition to B-form characteristics, the CD spectra of the mismatched sequences show a minor CD effect in the spectral region originating from the qA chromophore (Figure S11). In conclusion, the CD and melting experiments suggest that qAnitro, not only leaves the structure and stability of DNA virtually unperturbed, but that it also specifically base pairs with...
The smaller destabilization opposite A observed for qAN1 (vide supra) is, as expected, not found for qA\textsubscript{anitro} presumably due to the lack of N in the outer ring.

**FRET between qAN1 and qA\textsubscript{anitro} in DNA.** FRET between two molecules requires a spectral overlap between the donor emission and acceptor absorption (see eqs S5 and S6). Figure 3 shows the overlap between the normalized qAN1 emission and qA\textsubscript{anitro} absorption inside dsDNA.

![Figure 3.](Image)

Using eq S6 with the orientation factor, \( k^2 = 2/3 \) (this value is only correct for freely rotating probes and used here purely for comparative purposes), the Förster radius, \( R_0 \), is calculated to be 22 Å on average for this FRET-pair (25 Å for AA, which has the highest quantum yield), reflecting the possibility to monitor distances corresponding to almost 1.5 turns of the B-DNA helix.\(^{16}\) The value of \( k^2 \) varies with the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor (see eq S7) and, thus, is expected to change with the number of bases separating the donor and acceptor within the DNA.

To test the actual FRET efficiency for different base separations between qAN1 and qA\textsubscript{anitro}, eight DNA strands were designed, three donor strands containing qAN1 (all with AA as nearest neighbors), four complementary acceptor strands containing qA\textsubscript{anitro}, and one unmodified complementary strand (see Table 4). The base analogues were positioned to allow the formation of duplexes with 2–13 bases separating the donor and acceptor (Table S7).

First, the quantum yields of qAN1 at the three donor positions were measured and found to differ slightly with position (Table S8). For all 12 base-separations, the FRET efficiency was determined using the decrease in steady-state emission or shortening of average lifetime of qAN1 (see Figure 4 and eq S4; for detailed fitting parameters and FRET efficiencies, see Tables S7 and S9).

![Figure 4.](Image)

As can clearly be seen in Figure 4, the FRET-efficiency is high at short distances, but decreases sharply when about 5 base-pairs (bp) separate the donor and acceptor, and then oscillates between higher and lower values. This is the same pattern that was found for the cytosine FRET-pair, tC\textsubscript{c}–tC\textsubscript{nitro} and is the expected pattern for FRET-pairs firmly positioned in double stranded DNA, because both the distance and the orientation between the chromophores change when the number of separating bases is increased. Hence, these data suggest that our adenine analogues are firmly stacked inside the DNA duplex. An in-house designed MATLAB script was used to fit a theoretical curve to the measured data (see experimental section in the Supporting Information). The optimal fit is obtained for an overlap integral of \( 1.43 \times 10^{16} \text{M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1} \text{nm}^4 \) and a phase angle (the angle between the donor and acceptor transition dipole moments) of 33.3°. Using the spectral profiles of qAN1 and qA\textsubscript{anitro}, the overlap integral is calculated to be \( 1.4 \times 10^{16} \text{M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1} \text{nm}^4 \), which indeed is close to the fitted value. Using time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)-calculations, the orientation of the transition dipole moments of qAN1 and qA\textsubscript{anitro} has been predicted, and the associated phase angle is 41° (experimentally determined transition dipole moments of qAN1 and qA\textsubscript{anitro} as has been performed for the tC-family\(^{19,59,62}\) are the subject of a separate study; manuscript in preparation).

The excellent FRET-dependence (Figure 4) for our new FRET-pair strongly suggests that qAN1–qA\textsubscript{anitro} is a promising complement to our already existing tC\textsubscript{c}–tC\textsubscript{nitro} FRET-pair that will enable replacement not only of cytosines but also of adenines inside nucleic acids, which will greatly expand the usefulness of base–base FRET in studies where the investigated nucleic acid sequence cannot be altered. An additional and important advantage with the new adenine FRET-pair is that it can be combined with the already existing cytosine FRET-pair. Using tC\textsubscript{nitro}, as an acceptor for qAN1 gives an average \( R_0 \) of 22 Å (for \( k^2 = 2/3 \)), while tC\textsubscript{c} as a donor for qA\textsubscript{anitro} results in an average \( R_0 \) of 28 Å. The potential to cross-use these base

---

**Table 4. Sequences of 33-mers Used in the FRET-Study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sequence name(^a)</th>
<th>DNA sequence(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>5′-d(CGATACTGAA AAA ATT X)-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9</td>
<td>5′-d(CGATACTGAA AAA ATT X)-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td>5′-d(CGATACTGAA AAA ATT X)-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13</td>
<td>5′-d(YTATGAATCGT AAT Z)-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14</td>
<td>5′-d(YTATGAATCGT AAT Z)-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A19</td>
<td>5′-d(YTATGAATCGT AAT Z)-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20</td>
<td>5′-d(YTATGAATCGT AAT Z)-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>5′-d(YTATGAATCGT AAT Z)-3′</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Sequences are named by the donor (D)/acceptor (A) position from the 5′-end. \(^b\)Duplexes were formed by hybridization with their complementary strand as described in the experimental section. Samples were prepared in phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 123 mM Na\(^+\). X = ACG ATT ATA AGG AGG AGG, Y = CCT CCT CCT, Z = TTT TTT TGA TCG.
analouges gives even more possibilities in the design of FRET studies, and, consequently, our FBAs now cover not only two but 3 of the 10 possible base--base FRET-pair combinations. Moreover, one significant advantage of the combination of cytosine and adenine analogues is that through base complementarity it is now possible to access any sequence position in a duplex by combining our four FRET-probes.

Probing Conformational Changes with qAN1–qA nitro FRET. To illustrate the potential of using our qAN1–qA nitro FRET-pair for resolving even very small structural variations in DNA upon any molecular interactions, we examined the conformational changes of DNA upon netropsin binding. Netropsin is an established minor groove binder that preferentially binds to short (4–5 bp) AT-rich sequences.63−65 Here, our adenine analogue probes offer a valuable sequence flexibility; they can be placed either in- or outside a binding site. Furthermore, we here have the possibility to challenge the base analogue properties of our probes when exchanging natural adenines inside the netropsin binding sites.

The same FBA sequences as in the FRET-study in Figure 4 (Table 4), which contain three netropsin binding sites (see note S1), were utilized here. In the measurements, we used duplexes with 4–11 bases between the donor and acceptor, as these separations give energy transfer rates most sensitive to structural changes. Even though our base analogues only add steric bulk in the major groove and leave recognition patterns in the minor groove unaffected, we still started by establishing the binding behavior of netropsin using CD (see note S2). To ensure binding site saturation, while keeping unspecified interactions at a minimum, we added netropsin in excess (12:1), which resulted in a similar induced CD-response for all duplexes (Figure S13). The FRET-efficiency for each base separation was determined using both steady-state and time-resolved emission and is shown in Figure 5 (see also Tables S10−12).

![Figure 5](image)

The measured data clearly show that netropsin causes a structural change (dots versus blue line in Figure 5). To determine the nature of this change, we fitted the data to the same FRET-model used for B-form DNA in Figure 4, allowing the helical twist and rise to vary, but keeping the overlap integral and phase angle constant at the values calculated above. The best fit is obtained with a helical twist and rise of 32.2 ± 0.8° and 3.15 ± 0.13 Å, respectively. This corresponds to a small, but significant, decrease in the helical twist and rise of DNA by 2.1° and 0.25 Å, respectively, upon binding of netropsin.

The effect of netropsin binding has previously been studied by a broad range of techniques such as sedimentation,66 X-ray crystallography,67 gel electrophoresis,68,69 electric LD,69 NMR and MD,68 and magnetic tweezers.68 Our results are in line with these previous reports in the sense that they also show a minute effect on the twist angle and helical rise, but at the same time contrasts those findings, because they generally report an overwinding of the DNA (reported values generally between 3.1° and 10.5° per netropsin,64,65,67 with a few exceptions65,68) or an increase in the helical rise.69 To verify that our data indeed cannot be explained by the small overwinding previously reported, we simulated the FRET-efficiency patterns using those values (Figure S5, gray area). This unambiguously shows that our FRET-data do not support an increased helical twist as compared to B-form DNA. Moreover, locking the helical rise to 3.4 Å in the fitting model drastically lowers the quality of the fit, indicating that, while small, the decrease in helical rise is also significant (see note S3). The variations as compared to previous data may be influenced by the difference in DNA sequence between the reports as well as the fact that we use short DNA-duplexes whose relaxation is not hindered upon netropsin binding, whereas previous investigations use long, mixed-sequence DNA, that is often either constrained or not in equilibrium.

With this study, we demonstrate the power of our adenine−adenine FRET-pair for monitoring very small distance and orientation changes in DNA structure, and obtain data on netropsin DNA binding that add new insight into this archetypal interaction. Our findings warrant further studies of this conformational change, and, in particular, we plan to strengthen our conclusion in a more comprehensive investigation using a larger set of DNA sequences containing netropsin binding sites of varying nature. We envision that our FBA-FRET-pair can be used in a wide variety of applications to study the detailed changes in DNA structure and dynamics that normally accompany interactions between DNA and small ligands, peptides, other nucleic acids, and proteins such as those involved in replication and transcription.

### CONCLUSION

In summary, two quadracyclic adenine analogues, qAN1 and qA nitro, have been evaluated as DNA FBAs and as FRET-donor and acceptor, respectively. Both compounds are available through a reliable and high-yielding synthetic route that affords the phosphoramidite monomers, which can subsequently be incorporated into DNA by standard oligonucleotide synthesis methods. We anticipate that this route will prove to be a useful and general pathway to base-modified 2’-deoxyadenosine derivatives. We show that qAN1- and qA nitro-containing duplexes remain in the B-form and that the nucleobase analogues selectively base-pair with thymine. We find the quantum yield inside DNA to be almost 20 times higher than for the parent compound qA and a brightness value of 510, which is well beyond other fluorescent adenine analogues such as 2-AP, which has a brightness of around 50 in dsDNA. As a result of its excellent photophysical and base analogue properties, we demonstrate that qAN1 as a donor together with qA nitro as an acceptor constitute our second base analogue.
FRET-pair. Using netropsin-binding, we also show the potential of the new FRET-pair for studying small changes to DNA conformation. The chromophores of our FRET-pair can also be used in combination with $\text{Tc}^\circ$ as the donor or $\text{Tc}_{\text{para}}$ as the acceptor. Thus, we now provide four different FRET-pairs covering 3 of the 10 possible base combinations with $R_e$ values ranging from 22 to 28 Å. Additionally, through C-G- and A-T-base complementarity, all positions in a DNA duplex can be accessed using these four FBAs. Our ultimate goal is to provide base analogue FRET-pairs for all natural bases, and our current study is a significant step toward achieving this.
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